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Firewood pacific palms

As I cut up some of the cherry and Keyaki I spied on a field palm tree. They grow in Japan and look like Windmill palms with hairy bark. Would I be able to split, season and eventually burn this kind of tree? I guess my question is in 2 parts. Would the hairy bark be safe to burn (that is, burning pieces flying up the chimney tube / or be smelly / leave a residue ...) and thus I have to
remove the bark first? And secondly, is the tree similar to other trees (soft or hard) and combustible? In my mind, trees are trees and all burn if spicy properly, although some do a better job of giving out heat. Has anyone tried the palm of your hand? Expand Signature Cheers, Matthew. VC Encore (cat) 2009, Echo GS35A chainsaw, Large Gransfors Use Splitting Axe, Husqvarna
telle axe, Lovely hot home, ... NOE is combustible ;-) I'm in the N.East, so, for me/us palm trees are out of the question (for now - unless global warming kicks into high gear, than I'll be underwater! and what I'm burning will also be wet, and the least of my problems! :snake: ) Hopefully, some of our WAY Southern tier; 50. State members will give you an idea. Expand signature
only my .002 (Inflation adjusted) [part] Atlanta S.W. Huntsman [/ part] &lt; -- Which SMOKE Dragon --&amp;gt; Homelite 770D (28 w/.404) [part]Homelite 360 (24 - 3/8)[/del] Back Up when EVERYTHING Else Fails (Semi-Retired) Husqvarna 445 (20 - .0.0.325) Round-maker [email protected] (16 - .325) Pruner Echo 280 (10 -325) The Climber About 50' left of Stihl .325 rmc chain
roll The Fiskars Family - Super Splitter, Pro Splitter, and Hatchet The '30's in store 3/3/11 PJ Interesting question, Matt, i'm sorry. I can't remember it coming up here before... not even from our So. California members. I'm with Lee, I think it would be very interesting to see what the end of a split round looks like. If you have a tree down, buck a few rounds and let's take a look inside.
Rick Expand Signature Lopi Liberty in the house, Century Hearth FW240007 in the workshop. A bunch of other garbage. You don't care anyway. I'm out that way again this coming weekend, so I'll open her up and take some pictures! Expand Signature Cheers, Matthew. VC Encore (cat) 2009, Echo GS35A chainsaw, Large Gransfors Use Splitting Axe, Husqvarna telle axe, Lovely
hot home, ... Must have a lot of water. The palm is not trees. All the trees we are familiar with, like oak and pine are dicots, palm trees are monocots. They are the largest of monocots. More like a giant grass than a wooden Expand Signature 27000 Buck cooker 430 Deere GT 8x10 single axle trailer Old Ramsplitter (Intek?) 30 ton log splitter 3x6 single axle trailer 28lb maul Fiskars
super/ms290 Rhodesian Ridgeback mix (gone) /lab mix/Pyrenees mix Ahead 1 year on three (expected to move then covid hit) 3 -20 somethings and a big wife. I'm curious, too. My first thought is that if there are palm trees around, why do you need wood for heat? I guess cold is relative. Expand Signature Steve Northeastern Fireview Fireview in Las Vegas, Nevada MS 362 and
the whole bunch with other tree treatment tools that need training. Must have a lot of water. The palm is not trees. All the trees we are familiar with, like oak and pine are dicots, palm trees are monocots. They are the largest of monocots. More like a giant grass than a tree Monocots is also characterized by a lack of secondary growth, or wood. Some dicots may not produce wood,
but no monocots can. Some monocots seem to be woody, such as palm trees, but the tree-like stem is actually an accumulation of leaf bases. from Expand Signature -Englander 13-NC, warming a 200-year-old house- I came up with this: The original Q was: A bf has offered to cut/split and deliver some wood, from palm trees he who was asked to remove from a relative's home.
He knows that my family has a wood stove, but my mother is not sure if it is safe to use in the stove and/or metal smoke stack pipe (it is double insulated through the roof according to the landlord). So... is it ok by? And the answer is: Yes, but it had to be wiped down very well. It is used in many counties in the tropics as a source of fire. It is usually mixed with other forests for heat.
It has a very high fiber content, which can cause problems when splitting. No idea who gave advice, so it might be better just to try a cut someone, season it and post a definitive result next year, or the one after that. Well anyway, I want a go at cutting and sharing a 6inch diameter log and will post a picture, probably this Sunday. Expand Signature Cheers, Matthew. VC Encore
(cat) 2009, Echo GS35A chainsaw, Large Gransfors Use Splitting Axe, Husqvarna telle axe, Lovely hot home, ... Well, since there are palm trees on my block and I grew up with a windmill palm in my garden, here goes: They are full of moisture, extremely fibrous and create lots of smoke when burned. But outside hair on windmill palms will burn like Roman candles. One of my
childhood neighbours thought it would be fun to scare me with a firecracker. The fireworks blew, lit the palm of his hand and almost caught fire at the house. If there are other options for three, go that route. Palm will be a disappointment unless you just burn it in an outside fire pit. Expand Signature I burn, which is why I am Jøtul F3CB Husky 345e Fiskars Super Splitter (8lb. Maul
on hiatus) I spend a great deal of time in S. Pacific for work, and I've burned my fair share of palm trees - mostly coconut palm. Like all three, it will burn, but it is certainly not ideal ...... It is very wet wood, and needs a lot of time to dry. It is also very difficult to split. Still, it burns. We use rocket heaters in many of our projects, and many of the villages where we work use coconut
shells as fuel for the rocket ovens. When dried, they actually burn quite well. NP Expand Signature Quadrafire Isle Royale, Jotul F-500 Oslo(sold), VC Defiant Encore 2550(sold), Earth Stove 1400HT(sold) Stihl MS 440 Magnum 32&amp;24;, Husky 55 Rancher 18 , Craftsman 47cc 18 Fiskars Super Splitting Axe, Fiskars Sport axe Pacific Yurts 30' Model M116A2 trailer Notch your
own tree - it will warm you twice. I've seen a bunch of palm trees being cut down (I used to live in Southern California) and, at least for smaller fan palms like the one in the original post, they barely look like wood. Instead, the trunk is somehow very fibrous, dense stem, a bit like compressed grass. It is apparently difficult as three, but has different characteristics. I bet it creates a lot
of ash, but also think it will burn and you should definitely try it. Expand Signature Lopi Republic 1250 (1.6 cu. ft. firebox) BTU Possessor Yes, you can burn palm tree. I used to be in the wood service business here in Phoenix. Fan palm, the type you refer to as windmill will burn like cardboard. In other words; as fast as being useless. It's after you let it dry. In Phoenix, it takes very
little time for palm wood to dry due to the dry, warm climate. Usually about a week or two for pieces that are 12 inch diameter by 4 ft. Long. We cut and transported most palm pieces of this size because it is garbage wood that we took to the landfill. About 70% of the fan palm scale is moisture. For those who do not know much about the desert, while camping in the low desert in
winter, the water can begin to freeze at night and the skin can get sun burned in the afternoon. Be careful when handling palm that is not skinned (those that have the remains of the leaves) because they often contain Black Widows and Scorpions. Below is a picture of a fan palm that I felled into the trailer as a whole to speed up the job. The wet weight of the tree that above hung
the trailer's tailgate was to great to be transported safely. I had to dice up the end of the tree in wafers that could be handled by two people, rolled to the front of the trailer and dumped inside to balance the load. As I remember, within a day the wafers were so light (dried out) that they were no longer a counterweight to the tree trunk, which was still very wet. I didn't expect the tree
to be this big on the base. Expand Signature Axe, Mauls Sledge &amp; Wedge Fire Case Insert I'm Curious Too. My first thought is that if there are palm trees around, why do you need wood for heat? I guess cold is relative. HehHeh . . . I thought the same thing. . but what do I know . . . I only have one hick from Maine. . and palm trees is just something I see on TV or when I
have gone on vacation in Carribean. Expand Signature Jotul Oslo, MTD 27-ton wooden splitter Jonsered 555 chainsaw 2010 Nissan Titan . . . with a trailer 2017 Yamaha Kodiak 700 EPS with Saab Wood Hauling Trailer The People on Survivor seems to burn it every week. Experienced it should produce heat in a proper stove. Can also be interesting for a furniture project! Expand
Signature We used to have a large palm screen (they're not trees) in our garden. I think it was a Washinton Plam it looked like the one in the TreeService trailer picture. We used the hairs on it for firestarts. A fight, burning like kerosene! As zamboni referred to, improperly maintained palm trees are a major fire hazard. If the top growth is not removed at least every two years, they
can explode in fire with some ignition. Three services around here probably make 1/2 money on palm maintenace (if they have a good climber and/or a bucket lift). We eventually got tired of paying to give the ugly monster a haircut (and of the nasty, sticky seeds it fell) and had it cut down. We did NOT save the tribe for wood or for chewy cookies for the merry green giant. The
stump is still in the garden, surrounded by a rosemary plant larger than a volkswagon. Peace, - Sequoia Expand Signature - Old Brick Fireplace w/ Grate Wall of Fire (www.gratewalloffire.com) - Fiskars X27, give me down old craftsman single bit axe, Super Splitter Maul/Axe, Mega-Maul Clone, pile o' old wedges and a 6-lb sledgehammer. 16 Remington ' lector. Pretty scary piece
*#&amp;amp; @ but cheap. - '94 Ferd Ranger, Harbour Fright trailer that still needs pages. Pages.
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